
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

In your kit 
 4 patterned papers 
 3x Brown cardstock 
 Piece of deep red 

/maroon cardstock 
 Embellishment Pack 

 
What you will need 

 Distress ink in walnut 
stain 

 Memento ink in rich 
cocoa 

 Sewing needle 
 Script stamp 
 Piercing mat  
 PaperDistresser/Edge 

Scraper 
 Foam tape 
 Paper piercer 
 Adhesive 
 Brown fine liner  

 
Photos required 

 2X 13cm x18cm 
 

Cutting the paper 
Rouge damask (maroon with flowers)  Line of leaves(green leaves ) 
*2X 10cm x 30.5cm (left&right)   *12cm 30.5cm (right page) 
      *7cmx30.5cm (left page) 
Rouge damask(cream side)     Bunch in a line(cream swirls) 
*3.5cm x 17.5cm (left page)    *6cm x 18.5(right page) 
*3.5cm x 18.5cm (right page)    *6cm x 17.2cm (left page) 
*2.5cm x 16cm (vertical on right page)   *6cm x 30.5(vertical on right 
page)  *3X 1.5cmx 30.5cm(frilled strip)  
Line of flowers (peach with flowers)  Brown cardstock 
*9.5cm x 30.5cm (left page)   *13cm x 17.5cm(left page) 
*5.5cm x 30.5cm (right page)   *13cm x 13cm(right page) 
 

 

Step by Step instructions: (I inked all edges with dark brown ink) 
1. Start by sticking the pattern papers from the inside outwards leaving 0.5cm spaces between them. 
2. Stick the cream swirls paper 1cm from the right side of the green paper on the right page and do fake 

stitching on each block with the fine liner. 
3. Adhere the cream swirls paper 6cm from the bottom on both sides. 
4. Use your edge scraper on the edges of your cream paper, stick the vertical one on the right side 

14.5cm from the right and 2.5cm from the top. The horizontal cream strips are stuck 7cm from the 
bottom. 

5. Fold your 3X (1.5cm x 30.5cm) strips to give a ruffled effect and stick them 8cm from the bottom on 
both sides and the vertical one on the right page in the middle of the cream strip. Do fake stitching in 
the middle. 

6. Stick your photo backings on top of the cream swirls paper from inside out. 
7. Take your die cut tag and place it 11.5cm from the right and 7cm from the bottom on foam tape. Stick 

the cream die cut on top of the brown die cut on foam tape as well. 
8. Use your script stamp on your bodice silhouette and adhere to your page on foam tape 7cm from the 

left and 6.5cm from the bottom. 
9. Cut your tags from the remaining paper and stick them down on top of the photo backings (see 

photo) and do fake stitching around them. 
10. Cut out tags – Right Page maroon-3.5cm x 11.5, ceam-3cm x 9cm, Left Page maroon-2.5cm x 12cm, 

cream-2cmx11cm 
11. Glue your  die cut flowers together  and stick down your leaves and then your flowers on top(see 

photo) 
12. Now you can do the stitching on the side of your page with the thread provided in kit and stick down 

your photos.(My photos are cropped left side-12.5cmx17cm and on the right page-12.5cmx12.5cm) 
13. I use stickles in star dust on my cream flowers and Glitz’n Glamour Hot Pink on my maroon flowers, 

but you can use any glitter you prefer. 
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